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Flight Patterns Student Organizer

Part 1: Getting Airborne

1. Remember Newton’s Third Law (for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction).  In flight, what is the action? __the wing pushing the air downward_______
_____________________________________________________________
What is the reaction? ____air lifting the wing_____________________________
_____________________________________________________________

2. Describe the Coanda Effect:   ____a phenomenon in which fluids (including air)____
____moving over a curved surface tend to hug that surface, and continue moving on that deflected path beyond the surface__________________________________

3. How does a wing’s shape relate to the amount of lift it produces?   ______________
__a wing shape that allows over-the-top air to hug its surface will effectively direct more air downward, producing more lift _____________________________________

4. For each of the airfoil shapes described in the Wing Designs section of the interactive, note how the shape affects flight speed, lift, and drag:
High Lift Airfoil:
not fuel efficient, produces a lot of lift and a lot of drag based on thick shape, not suited for high speed flight



Fighter Jet Airfoil
symmetrical shape minimizes drag but also produces little lift, resulting in high speed flight
Light Airplane Airfoil:
concave shape produces a lot of lift for its size, but tail adds a lot of drag, not suited for fast flight



Symmetrical Airfoil
symmetrical shape results in very little drag, and very little lift depending on the angle of attack, often used in aerobatic and slower speed flight

Part 2: Video

1. What special ability do hummingbirds have that makes their flight different than other birds? ________________________________________________________

2. How are hummingbirds’ wings unusual? _______________________________
_____________________________________________________________

3. How do hummingbirds’ wings produce lift? _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________

4.  Based on the airfoil shapes presented in the Wing Designs section of the Getting Airborne web interactive, what shape do you think most closely resembles hummingbird wings?  Why? ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. In the Getting Airborne web interactive, you learned that a wing’s “angle of attack” affects the amount of lift and drag it produces.  The angle of attack of a hummingbird’s wings is constantly changing.  How does this factor in to their unique flight capabilities? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

